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Computational studies including new 
techniques, parallel processing, GPUs. 

Effects of model resolution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





Compact finite-difference schemes for quasi-
linear conservation laws

V.A.Gordin1, 2 & G.N.Zhukova2

Many physical phenomena (e.g., gas dynamics) are
described by systems of quasi-linear PDE such as con-
servation laws. Since Richardson’s famous attempt a
century ago, they have been used for weather forecast-
ing. Of course, modern models include descriptions of
a huge number of additional physical processes, start-
ing with turbulent viscosity and phase transitions. But
the most important block of numerical hydrodynamic
weather forecast is still an effective solver for systems
of conservation laws. In the simplest case, this is the
Euler – Hopf equation: ∂tu+ ∂x(u

2/2) = 0.
In solutions of such equations, a so-called "gradi-

ent catastrophe" is possible — a discontinuous solution
is obtained from a smooth initial condition in a finite
time [1, 2].

Figure 1: The solution without
smoothing

The fa-
mous Godunov
scheme [3] pro-
vides convergence
of the difference
scheme’s solution
to the exact weak
solution, but this
convergence is
slow, and such
a scheme is not
very effective on
smooth solutions. We need a difference scheme that
provides a high order of accuracy on smooth solutions,
and also converges to a weak solution after a gradi-
ent catastrophe. Typical computational artifacts are:
the appearance of short–wave oscillations with a pe-
riod of 2h ("saw-tooth" type) and/or "smoothing" of
discontinuities — instead of a true strong discontinu-
ous solution. Such TVD (total variation diminishing)
schemes were described in [4]–[6] and in many others.
Here h, τ — steps with respect to x and t, correspond-
ingly.

Let’s approximate (see [7]) the relation ∂tu = ∂xf
where f = −(u2/2), by a compact implicit difference
scheme on 6-knot stencils for u and f :
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where n and j are the indices with respect to t and

x, respectively, and the coefficients that provide high
accuracy order:

a0 = −1, a1 = 1, b0 = −4, b1 = 4, c0 = −1, c1 = 1,

p0 = p1 =
−3κ

2
, q0 = q1 = 0, r0 = r1 =

3κ

2
, κ =

τ

h
.

Figure 2: The smoothing of the solu-
tion, where the discontinuity is not ac-
counted while smoothing

We ob-
tain a sys-
tem of
quadratic
algebraic
equations
{un+1

j }Mj=1,
where M
is the num-
ber of knots
with re-
spect to
x. To
avoid this
very diffi-
cult computational problems we first use the explicit
Euler scheme to get the first guess {ûn+1

j }Mj=1 and
then introduce the representation un+1

j = ûn+1
j +εn+1

j ,
where the values εn+1

j are small.

Figure 3: The solution for the full com-
pact scheme

Let’s
neglect the
squares
of these
small quan-
tities. It
turns out a
tridiagonal
SLAE for
small per-
turbations
{εn+1

j }Mj=1

of order M ,
which is convenient to solve by the double-sweep
method. If the values {|εn+1

j |}Mj=1 are not very small,
we repeat the iteration.

The zone with a large gradient of the solution
u(t, x) emits a wave packet of short waves of the "saw-
tooth" type, Fig. 1. To dampen these artificial com-
putational waves, we use special grid smoothing oper-
ators that are close to the identical operator on long
waves and suppress "saw-tooth" type waves. Explicit
or implicit (compact) grid smoothing operators are
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used. This ensures the correct behavior of the total
variation (TV (n) =

∑
j |unj+1−unj |) and the first inte-

grals of the finite difference solution. Fig.2–5.
It is possible to smooth the solution on the entire

periodic grid to suppress the "saw-tooth" type oscil-
lation. However, the jump itself will be smoothed too
(it is smeared and its amplitude decreases), see Fig.2.
It is better to smooth the solution separatly for each
interval between jumps (in our example, this is one
interval); see Fig.3 for the more exact solution.

Figure 4: The total variation of
the solutions of the compact difference
scheme with/without smoothing opera-
tor and for the reference weak solution

We have
choiced ex-
perimen-
tally the
parameters
of these
smoothing
operators
to obtain
a scheme
with effec-
tive damp-
ing of arti-
ficial short
waves and
also does not allow smoothing of the discontinuity,
Fig.3. The solution with initial data u(0, x) = sin(x),
x ∈ [0, 2π) was used for these experiments.

The integral functionals of the form Ig[u] =∫ 2π
0 g(u(t, x)) dx, are constant as long as the solution
u(t, x) of the Euler – Hopf equation with the periodic
boundary conditions is smooth. Here g is an arbitrary
smooth function.

Figure 5: The dynamics of the func-
tionals Ik[u] =

∫ 2π

0
uk(t, x) dx for the

compact scheme (dotted line — the
compact scheme without smoothing)

After
the gradi-
ent catas-
trophe, only
the first in-
tegral for
g(u) =
u is pre-
served, and
the other
ones de-
crease. For
the com-
pact scheme
with suit-

able choice of the smoothing operators, the 
evolution of the first integrals is exactly the same, 
Fig.5.

Conclusion. The compact implicit finite-
difference “predictor – corrector” scheme demonstrated
high accuracy not only for smooth solutions, but for
non-smooth and discontinuous ones, too. We apply
on every temporal step first explicit Euler scheme
and second effective double-sweep method to deter-
mine perturbations according to the compact high or-
der scheme. Then the smoothing maps damp artificial
short waves in the solution. The approach can be ap-
plied for systems of conservation laws as well as for
such equations together with linear diffusion.
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